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ABSTRACT

During the planetary formation process, mutual collisions among planetesimals
take place, making an impact on their porosity evolution. The outcome of these colli-
sions depends, among other parameters, on the tensile strength of the colliding objects.
In the first stage of this work, we performed impact experiments into dust samples,
assembled with material analogous to that of the primitive Solar System, to obtain
highly compressed samples that represent the porosities measured in chondritic me-
teorites. In the second stage, we obtained the tensile strengths of the compressed
dust samples by the Brazilian Disk Test. We found a correlation between the tensile
strength and the volume filling factor of the compressed dust samples and obtained
the corresponding critical fragmentation strength in mutual collisions and its depen-
dence on the volume filling factor. Finally, we give prescriptions for the catastrophic
disruption threshold as a function of the object size, for different values of the volume
filling factor that can be utilized in collisional models.

Key words: methods: laboratory: solid state – planets and satellites: formation –
protoplanetary discs

1 INTRODUCTION

Planetesimals, as well as pebble-sized dust aggregates, col-
lide with each other during the planetary formation pro-
cess. Depending on the particle sizes and impact velocities,
these collisions may result in different outcomes, such as
growth, rebound, erosion, mass transfer, fragmentation, cra-
terization, compaction, or grinding (Blum 2018). At present,
whether primordial planetesimals are born small or big re-
mains a matter of debate (Morbidelli et al. 2009; Weiden-
schilling 2011). The difference between both cases resides
mainly in the impact-velocity regime in which collisions
among planetesimals take place (San Sebastián et al. 2019).
Assuming a Keplerian shear regime without significant grav-
itational stirring, collisions among planetesimals occur at
low impact speeds and the outcome of an impact between
two small planetesimals leads to growth (Weidenschilling
2011). In the past, it was usually assumed that initially 1-
10 km-sized planetesimals were formed through coagulation
processes in the protoplanetary disk and continued to ag-
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glomerate via pairwise mergers. However, it was shown that
the dynamical evolution of the protoplanetary disk results in
the dispersion-dominated regime, in which the relative veloc-
ity among small planetesimals increases due to the gravita-
tional perturbations produced by planetary embryos, leading
to disruptive collisions among them (Morbidelli et al. 2009;
Parisi 2013; San Sebastián & Parisi 2016).

These processes influence the porosity evolution of the
planetesimals. The porosity, ψ, is related to the volume frac-
tion occupied by the material, φ, by φ = 1−ψ. Asteroids and
comets are leftover planetesimals that provide us with ev-
idence of their collisional evolution through their physical
and dynamical parameters. Chondritic meteorites are the
most abundant ones and with the most primitive elemental
compositions; therefore, they can give us information about
the composition and structure of the material in the prim-
itive Solar System (Beitz et al. 2016). The volume filling
factors measured for chondrites by Macke et al. (2011) are
between φ = 0.58 and φ = 1.0. Beitz et al. (2013) performed
impact experiments onto samples with compositions ana-
logue to chondritic meteorites to investigate the dynamic-
pressure range to achieve the degree of compaction found
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in these objects. They conclude that the impact pressures
required for the observed compaction range between ∼ 0.05
GPa and ∼ 2 GPa.

The collisions outcome between pre-planetary bodies is
determined by several physical parameters; one of them is
the tensile strength. The tensile strength is the maximum
tension that a material can resist before it breaks. This pa-
rameter is key for planet formation simulations that include
models of planetesimal fragmentation (San Sebastián et al.
2019). The tensile strength range of meteoroid-stream ma-
terials of likely cometary origin is between 0.4 kPa and 150
kPa (Blum et al. 2014). Tensile strengths for different types
of meteorites cover a wide range of values from about 0.7
MPa to 403 MPa (Ostrowski & Bryson 2019). The tensile
strength measured in ordinary chondrites is in the range
from 18 to 31 MPa (Slyuta 2017), and the tensile strength
measured in stony meteorites is in the range from 2 to 56
MPa (Flynn et al. 2018). Several experimental studies mea-
sured the tensile strength of dust aggregates; in particular,
Meisner et al. (2012) and Gundlach et al. (2018) utilized
the Brazilian Disk Test to obtain the tensile strength of
cylindrical centimetre-sized samples. Gundlach et al. (2018)
measured mean tensile strengths of hand-compressed sam-
ples consisting of µm-sized water-ice grains and found that
they are comparable to the values found for µm-sized silica
grains and generally in good agreement with astrophysical
observations, such as the COSIMA (Cometary Secondary
Ion Mass Analyser) strength estimates for the dust of comet
67P Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Hornung et al. 2016). This
suggests that icy aggregates are not harder to destroy than
non-icy aggregates. The tensile strength derived by Meisner
et al. (2012) varies between 1 kPa and 6 kPa for cm-sized
dust samples of volume filling factors between 0.34 and 0.50.
The results found in both papers can be used as input pa-
rameters in detailed numerical simulations of collisions.

When a projectile of mass Mp collides with a target
of mass Mt (with Mt � Mp) at a velocity vcol and spe-
cific energy Q, the outcome of the impact may result in
accretion, shattering or dispersal of the target. In partic-
ular, for the case of dispersal, the threshold for catastrophic
disruption Q∗D is defined as the minimum specific energy
needed to disperse the target in two or more pieces, with
the largest fragment having a mass Mt/2. The set of phys-
ical properties defining Q∗D is parameterized from impact
experiments (Bukhari Syed et al. 2017; Beitz et al. 2011)
and from smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simula-
tions (Benz & Asphaug 1999; Benz 2000). Benz & Asphaug
(1999) and Benz (2000) obtained the specific energy for
catastrophic disruption, Q∗D of solid bodies (φ = 1) with
SPH simulations for basaltic targets at vcol= 3 and 5 km/s
(Benz & Asphaug 1999) and 20-30 m/s (Benz 2000). For
weak targets (solid water ice), Benz & Asphaug (1999) also
obtained Q∗D at vcol= 0.5 and 3 km/s. Jutzi et al. (2010)
carried out similar SPH simulations, but including the cal-
culation of Q∗D for pumice (φ = 0.1). They found that Q∗D
for porous targets is greater than for non-porous in the
strength-dominated regime (SR), while it is a bit smaller
in the gravity-dominated regime (GR). For all SPH simu-
lation, the transition from the SR to the GR in Q∗D occurs
for planetesimals of radius ∼ 100 m. Beitz et al. (2011) and
Bukhari Syed et al. (2017) showed in low-velocity impact
experiments that the strength of compacted dust aggregates

is much weaker than that of porous rocks. Thus, the transi-
tion from the SR to the GR may occur for objects of only
0.1 m in radius, if these are primitive dust aggregates. This
new outcome may have important implications for models
of planetary formation.

Several planetary formation models (e.g. Chambers
2014; Guilera et al. 2014), which calculate the formation
of protoplanets, including fragmentation of planetesimals,
use the values of Q∗D obtained by Benz & Asphaug (1999)
for basalt colliding at impact velocities of 3 km/s. However,
planetesimals have different compositions and collision ve-
locities, depending, among other parameters, on their loca-
tion in the protoplanetary disk. Also, as planetary embryos
grow, the planetesimal velocity dispersion increases because
of gravitational excitations produced by planetary embryos.
The increasing relative velocities among planetesimals cause
them to fragment through mutual collisions. San Sebastián
et al. (2019); Chambers (2014); Guilera et al. (2014), stud-
ied the growth of a giant planet by the accretion of non-
porous planetesimals, taking into account their fragmenta-
tion through mutual collisions. Most models of planetary for-
mation, including planetesimal fragmentation, use the values
of Q∗D for non-porous bodies and for a fixed impact velocity,
assuming a single planetesimal composition (e.g. Chambers
2014; Guilera et al. 2014). In our fragmentation model (San
Sebastián et al. 2019), we included the dependence of Q∗D
on the composition of the non-porous planetesimals assum-
ing a mixture of rock and ice beyond the iceline. We also
included the dependence of Q∗D on the impact velocities of
the planetesimals. We showed that these improvements sig-
nificantly change the evolution of the growing protoplanet.
Thus, the inclusion of the porosity in the internal structure
of the planetesimals and the study of the collisional evolution
of the porosity would have an impact on models of plane-
tary formation. Moreover, the analysis and modelling of the
collisional evolution of bodies in planetary systems is impor-
tant not only to study the planetary formation process but
also to be able to interpret disk observations (Krivov et al.
2018).

In this paper, we produced compressed dust samples by
high-speed impact experiments, following Beitz et al. (2013)
and measured the degree of compaction we could achieve
by this method. We studied the relation between the impact
velocity and the volume filling factor of the compressed sam-
ples. Later, we performed the Brazilian Disk Test with the
compressed samples to obtain their tensile strengths. The
aim of this work is to calculate the critical fragmentation
strength of the compressed samples and the relation with
their volume filling factors. In Section 2, we present the first
experiment, which consists of the impact compression of the
samples. In Section 2.1, the experimental method and in Sec-
tion 2.2, the results of the impact-compression experiments
are presented. In Section 3, we describe the second experi-
ment, which is the Brazilian Disk Test of the pre-compressed
samples. In Section 3.1, we explain the experimental tech-
nique and in Section 3.2, the obtained results. In Section
4, we present the calculation of the critical fragmentation
strength. Finally, in Section 5, we draw the conclusions of
our work.

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2019)
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Figure 1. Schematic sketch of the experimental setup for the

impact compression of dust samples. A powder gun accelerates a
cylindrical projectile, which then impacts on a piston that com-

presses the dust sample inside a steel housing. Not shown is the

high-speed camera, which records the impact through the front
window of the vacuum chamber.

2 FIRST EXPERIMENT: SAMPLE
COMPRESSION

We carried out impact experiments to dynamically compress
cylindrical dust samples. The aim of this first experiment
was to produce highly compressed samples (following Beitz
et al. 2013), which represent the volume filling factors mea-
sured in chondrites (Macke et al. 2011). In the next subsec-
tions, we describe the method and setup developed for this
task and the results obtained.

2.1 Experimental technique

The aim of this experiment was to produce compacted dust
samples with volume filling factors that represent those mea-
sured in chondrites (Macke et al. 2011), i.e., φ = 0.6 − 1, by
using a vertical powder gun at IGeP, TU Braunschweig (see
Fig. 1). We used micron-sized irregular silica grains with a
size range between ∼0.5 and 10 µm (80% distributed be-
tween 1 and 5 µm) as an anolog material of the chondritic
meteorite composition as was done in previous works (Beitz
et al. 2011; Blum & Wurm 2008).

The silica grains were filled into a three-part aluminium
holder with a plastic base (see Fig. 2, right panel). This
holder tube was enshrouded by a massive steel housing to

Figure 2. Left panel: Steel housing. Right panel: Aluminium

holder with plastic base. The inner diameter of the holder is 1.6
cm.

Figure 3. Example of a projectile’s trajectory recorded by the

high-speed camera. Size of the cylindrical projectile: 1.5 cm di-

ameter and 3 cm length. Impact velocity: 62 ± 4 m/s. Frame rate:
37,500 frames per second.

prevent the tube from disassembling when being impacted
by the projectile (see Fig. 2, left panel). The diameter of the
dust samples was 1.6 cm.

We included a piston on the top of the sample so that
the projectile impacted there and not directly into the sam-
ple (see Fig. 1). We built the bottom part of the piston re-
movable with two different materials; plastic or aluminium.
Thus, if the bottom part was broken or deformed after the
impact, we could exchange it. In general, for low impact
velocities, we used the plastic pieces and for high impact
velocities the aluminium ones. We also included a thin disk
in between the sample and the piston, since the piston often
adhered to the sample when the impact velocity was high.
As with the bottom part of the piston, we used two different
materials for the thin disks; plastic and aluminium. On the
top part of the piston, we included a removable thick metal
disk to protect the piston from the impact.

The trajectory of the projectile was recorded using a
high-speed camera. By measuring the position of the projec-
tile through image analysis, we derived its impact velocity
(see Fig. 3).

After the impact, we extracted the discoidal sample
from the metal holder, measured its thickness and mass and
saved it for the second experiment. Since the diameter of all
the samples was 1.6 cm, we calculated the volume of each
sample from its measured thickness l. With the mass of the
sample and its volume, we then obtained its bulk density ρ

and therefore its volume filling factor φ = ρ/ρ0, where ρ0 =
2.6 g cm−3.

2.2 Results

In total, we performed 40 impact experiments with impact
velocities from ∼ 60 m/s to ∼ 500 m/s, from which 20 com-

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2019)
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Figure 4. Volume filling factors of the impact-compressed sam-

ples as a function of the impact velocity of the projectile.

pressed samples were successfully retrieved. We considered
an impact experiment successful if after the impact we could
extract the sample intact and safely store it without break-
ing it. In the other 20 experiments, the samples broke during
the impact, afterwards, when we extracted the sample from
the mold, or during the measurement of the extracted sam-
ple. From the intact samples, we measured volume and mass
and determined their bulk densities, and thus, volume filling
factors.

The results of the first experiment are presented in Fig.
4 where the solid line was added to guide the eye. We can see,
as expected, that higher impact velocities result in higher
volume filling factors.

Beitz et al. (2013) performed impact experiments into
samples of chondritic analogue material, achieving volume
filling factors from 0.70 to 0.99. One of the aims of their
work was to measure the degree of compaction of the sam-
ples to obtain a compaction law applicable to porous as-
teroids as the sources of chondritic meteorites (Beitz et al.
2016). Their consolidated samples were recovered after the
impacts and further analyzed by computer-aided X-ray to-
mography. Even though we followed their work in our ex-
periments, there are two major differences: (i) Beitz et al.
(2013) left their samples in a plastic holder, while we in-
tended to extract the samples from the holder to be able
to apply later the Brazilian Disk Test, making it more chal-
lenging to achieve intact samples with high volume filling
factors. (ii) Beitz et al. (2013) shot the projectile directly
into the sample, while we had to incorporate a piston to
protect our sample so that our impact pressure that could
reach the sample at a given impact velocity presumably was
lower.

For velocities higher than 500 m/s, we had an experi-
mental limit since the setup deformed after the impact. In
the future, we plan to develop a different setup that can
endure impacts at higher velocities and therefore achieve
samples with higher volume filling factors.

scale

camera

stepper-motor
-controlled piston

sample metal base

jaw

Figure 5. Schematic setup of the Brazilian Disk Test with its

components.

3 SECOND EXPERIMENT: BRAZILIAN DISK
TEST

The Brazilian Disk Test (BDT) is an engineering method
to measure the tensile strength of a material. We performed
the BDT for the compressed samples described in the previ-
ous Section to obtain the values of their tensile strength. In
the following subsections, we describe the experimental tech-
nique, the setup used for the BDT and the results obtained
with the experiment.

3.1 Experimental technique

The BDT (Li & Wong 2013) consists of compressing the
pre-compacted circular dust disk until it breaks into two
similar-sized pieces. One can estimate the tensile strength
at the moment of the breakup by

σ =
2F
πdl

, (1)

where F, d and l are the exerted force at breakup (measured
by a balance), the diameter (which is 1.6 cm for all our
samples), and the thickness of the dust cylinder, respectively
(Meisner et al. 2012; Gundlach et al. 2018).

The configuration of the experiment is shown in Fig.
5. The result of the BDT can be influenced by the jaw’s
curvature, but from Markides & Kourkoulis (2016) we know
that the influence is less than ∼ 5 % (see their Figure 12). In
Fig. 6, we can observe the images of a pre-compacted silica
aggregate taken by the camera before (a) and after (b) the
breakup, and the measurements taken by the scale during
an experimental run.

3.2 Results

It is important to note that our samples did not have a per-
fectly uniform porosity. Due to the impact dynamics, the
top and bottom circular layers of the disks had a slightly
higher density than the disks’ inner parts. In some of the
BDT experiments, one or both of these layers did not break

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2019)
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Figure 7. Dependence of the tensile strength on the volume fill-

ing factor. Our tensile-strength values (blue points) as well as
those of Meisner et al. (2012) (black points) were obtained with
the Brazilian Disk Test. Solid blue line: our fit including data ex-
tracted from Blum et al. (2006) (light blue point with error bar),

data from previous experiments done at IGeP, TU Braunschweig
(yellow points), data extracted from Meisner et al. (2012) and our

data. Solid purple line: fit to the data adopting the function by
Gundlach et al. (2018). Purple area: fit to our data using the rela-

tion between tensile strength and volume filling factor by Kimura
et al. (2020). The green dashed line corresponds to φ = 0.74 (see
text for details).

into two halves, in contrast to the inner part that always
broke. Therefore, our results have to be taken as a lower
limit for the real tensile strength. Nevertheless, Beitz et al.
(2013) showed that the porosity of impact-compressed sam-
ples varied by less than 10% over their total height (see their
figure 4). It should be noted that due to the material inho-
mogeneity, the crack initiation point might not always start
at the centre but at the edges of the load contact (Li & Wong
2013).

In Fig. 7, we can observe a positive correlation between
the tensile strength, measured by the BDT, and the vol-
ume filling factor. Using also literature data (Meisner et al.
2012; Blum et al. 2006), unpublished measurements of sam-
ples compressed by hand, which were previously obtained at
IGeP, TU Braunschweig, and our new results, we can fol-
low the description by Meisner et al. (2012) of the tensile
strength as a function of volume filling factor

σ(φ) = a ebφ, (2)

where fitting through the least squares method, we obtain
a = 0.16 ± 0.04 and b = 6.96 ± 0.47. The difference between
the fitting parameters of Meisner et al. (2012) and our work
is due to the inclusion of the much wider range of volume
filling factors when our compressed samples are incorporated
into the data set.

In addition, we also fitted another functional behavior
to the full data set, adopting the correction function given
by Gundlach et al. (2018), and obtained

σcor(φ) = φ ∗
(

c
1 − φ − d

)
. (3)

We fit the data using the least squares method, giving a
weight to each data point, which takes into account the num-
ber of data points in each set of experiments and the value
of the tensile strength. With this, we give equal weight to
all data sets and also compensate for the large variation
in tensile-strength values. We obtain c = 10.40 ± 0.74 and
d = 9.67 ± 0.87. In Fig. 7, both fit functions are shown as
solid curves.

We remark that in the wide range of volume filling fac-
tors considered in this work, 0.1 . φ . 0.9, the differences
between both approximations are rather small.

In Fig. 7, we also show the relation between the tensile
strength and the volume filling factor given by Kimura et al.
(2020), where they computed the tensile strength σV of a
dust aggregate consisting of N elastic spherical monomers of
radius r0 and surface energy γ, including a dependence of
σV on the volume V of the aggregate (their Eq. 5)

σV (φ) =8 kPa
(

γ

0.1 J m−2

) (
r0

0.1 µm

)3/m−1 (
φ

0.1

)β−1/m

exp
[
α

(
φ

0.1
− 1

)] (
V

686 µm3

)−1/m (4)

where α = 0.24 and β = 1.5. The parameter m is commonly
referred to as the Weibull modulus, whose value is 8 for
siliceous material, and γ is the surface energy. Since the vol-
ume of our samples vary, we write it as a function of φ,
V = m̃/(φρ0). m̃ is an average of the mass of our compressed
samples with φ < 0.74, because Eq.4 can be applied, in prin-
ciple, for volume filling factors lower than that value. Fol-
lowing Kothe et al. (2013), we adopt two values for r0 since

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2019)
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Figure 8. Critical fragmentation strength as a function of volume

filling factor. The solid line is an exponential fit to the data.

the average particle size by number is 0.63 µm and by mass
2.05 µm for the irregular silica that we used in our samples.
We fit Eq. 4 to our data, obtaining a value of the surface
energy of γ = 0.18 ± 0.02 J m−2 for r0 = 0.67µm (the mean
value of the two values of r0 adopted). Given this value of γ,
we can conclude that absorbed water on the surface is not
so important for our highly-compacted samples. This phe-
nomenon was already noticed by Kimura et al. (2020). As
shown in Fig. 7, in the range of 0.315µm < r0 < 1.025µm,
Eq. 4 can reproduce the values of the tensile strengths of
our compressed samples consisting of irregular silica parti-
cles reasonably well.

It is important to remark that our results of the tensile
strength are in agreement with the range given by Blum
et al. (2014).

4 CRITICAL FRAGMENTATION STRENGTH
AND CATASTROPHIC DISRUPTION
THRESHOLD

In the previous Section, we derived the tensile strength of
dynamically compressed dust samples using the BDT. As
we mentioned before, the tensile strength σ is the maximum
pressure a material can resist before it breaks. Therefore, we
can relate the tensile strength to the dynamical pressure at
the moment of impact in a collision, i.e.,

σ = p =
Ekin

Vtarget
, (5)

where p is the impact pressure, Ekin the kinetic energy of
the projectile and Vtarget the target volume. From Eq. 5, we
can obtain the impact velocity that a projectile would need
to break the target. Also, we can relate the impact pressure
p to the critical fragmentation strength, which is the energy
per unit mass required to break a body into fragments with
the largest one having half the mass of the initial target
(Benz & Asphaug 1999). Since with the BDT we obtained
the pressure at which the samples are broken into two pieces
of almost identical size – which means that after the breakup
we have the largest fragment with half the mass of the ini-

Table 1. Prescriptions of the catastrophic disruption threshold
for different volume filling factors.

φ A(φ)
(J/kg)

0.10 1.18
0.35 4.05

0.50 8.49

0.70 22.72
0.90 60.85

tial target – we can relate this pressure with the critical
fragmentation strength Q∗.

Thus, assuming that the projectile has the same poros-
ity as the target and dividing Eq. 5 by the bulk density, we
can obtain the critical fragmentation strength

Q∗ =
σ

ρ
, (6)

where ρ = ρ0φ and ρ0 = 2.6 g/cm3 for SiO2. After calculating
the values of Q∗ for all samples, we propose an exponential
dependence Q∗(φ) = f exp (gφ), where fitting through the
least squares method, we obtain f = 0.34 ± 0.08 and g =

4.92 ± 0.46.
In Fig. 8, we show the results of Q∗ as a function of the

volume filling factor. With this relation, we can calculate Q∗

for any volume filling factor φ.
In a collision between two objects, the catastrophic dis-

ruption threshold required to fragment and disperse fifty
per cent of the target mass (also known as specific im-
pact energy or catastrophic impact energy threshold, Q∗D)
is an important property that is often used in collisional
models. The catastrophic disruption threshold is given by
Q∗D = Q∗+Q∗

l
(Armitage 2010), where Q∗ is the critical frag-

mentation strength and Q∗
l

is the specific energy required to
gravitationally unbind the fragments containing the other 50
per cent of the target mass. The catastrophic impact energy
threshold depends on many factors of the collision, in par-
ticular on the porosity of the colliding objects (Jutzi et al.
2015).

In this work, we propose an expression of Q∗D as a func-
tion of size for different values of the volume filling factor,
which may be useful to be implemented in collisional models.
We adopt the form of Q∗D obtained in Bukhari Syed et al.
(2017) (their Eq. 10), for samples consisting of micron.sized,
irregular silica particles and a volume filling factor of 0.35, to
fit our results and find the dependence of Q∗ on the volume
filling factor in the strength regime SR. Here, we assume
that the target and the projectile have the same size. Be-
sides, following Krivov et al. (2018), we add the term Q∗

l
corresponding to the gravitational regime GR, obtaining

Q∗D(r, φ) = A(φ)
( r
1 cm

)−1.58
+

4
5

Gπ
( r
100 cm

)2
ρ0φ, (7)

where r is the size of the target/projectile, G the gravita-
tional constant, ρ0 = 2600 kg/m3 and A(φ) is the parameter
we fit for each value of the volume filling factor (Table 1).

The results of Eq. 7 are shown in Fig. 9 where we present
the curves of Q∗D as a function of size, for φ = 0.35 compared
with the prescription given by (Bukhari Syed et al. 2017)
(left panel), and for different volume filling factors (right
panel).
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volume filling factors.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we performed impact experiments to study
the fragmentation of compact discoidal dust aggregates. The
size of the dust samples was 1.6 cm of diameter, and we
achieved compact samples with volume filling factors from
about 0.64 to 0.8. In addition, we made compact dust sam-
ples compressed by hand with volume filling factors around
0.5. With these compact dust samples, we performed the
Brazilian Disk Test to derive their tensile strengths. Fol-
lowing Meisner et al. (2012) and Gundlach et al. (2018),
we determined two correlations between the tensile strength
and the volume filling factor for a wide range of this last
parameter.

We can observe from Fig. 7 that the tensile strength val-
ues obtained in this work are in agreement with the strength
values of meteoroid materials of cometary origin (Blum et al.
2014). On the other hand, the tensile strengths measured in
all meteorites are of the order of megapascals (Slyuta 2017;
Flynn et al. 2018; Ostrowski & Bryson 2019) and, as can be
seen in Fig. 7, these results can only be predicted by our Eq.
3 for high volume filling factors φ ≈ 1. However, the tensile
strength of asteroids is still a matter of debate. Grott et al.
(2019) derived the tensile strength of a boulder on the C-
type asteroid Ryugu and obtained values on the order of a
few hundred kilopascals. Grott et al. (2019) argue that there
is an observational bias in our meteorite collections and the
low tensile strength they predict indicates that any hypo-
thetical meteoroid originating from the boulder would be
too frail to survive the atmospheric entry. Meteorite porosi-
ties are fundamental parameters when studying the early
Solar System and its formation process. The porosity af-
fects most physical properties of meteorites, as Flynn et al.
(2018) remark in their review, models of cratering and im-
pact disruption may need to take this into account (Beitz
et al. 2016).

It is important to note that our calculated relations de-
pend on the size of the used particles. Following the upper
and lower theoretical limits for the tensile strength of gran-
ular materials in Blum et al. (2006), Gundlach et al. (2018)
found an empirical formula for the grain size dependence of

the tensile strength (their Eq. 4). Moreover, Kimura et al.
(2020) present an analytical formula of the tensile strength
as a function of the volume filling factor that incorporates
the volume effect on the tensile strength. Applying their Eq.
5 for irregular silica particles, we found that it can reproduce
the values of the tensile strength of our compressed samples
(see Fig. 7).

Finally, we found a relation between the critical frag-
mentation strength and the volume filling factor. A better
understanding of the relation between collisions and mate-
rial porosities is key to understanding planetary formation
processes. We provide new prescriptions for the catastrophic
disruption threshold for a wide range of volume filling factors
that can be applied to collisional models.
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